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Abstract—This work, presents the design and the implemen-
tation of a mobile robot that can cover given workspaces. The
motion commands have been produced by a chaotic system which
gives high “randomness” to its behavior. For the implementation
of the robot a microcontroller has been used (Arduino Uno).
Moreover, the obstacle avoidance has been achieved by using
an ultrasonic sensor, which enables the tracking and avoidance
of placed obstacles. As a result, the motion trajectory becomes
smoother. The robot’s behavior has been studied in scenarios
with different starting positions showing promising results.

Index Terms—Chaos, Logistic Map, Path Planning, Terrain
Coverage, Microcontroller, Area Coverage

I. INTRODUCTION

The production of powerful computers triggered an explo-
sion in technological development and led to the construction
of autonomous robotic systems that were able to complete
extreme complex missions. In the industrial area, automated
mass production is considered to be the starting point for
the use of autonomous robotic systems. The need for mass
production in industry was covered by the use of robotic
systems. Soon, the use of robots was integrated into domestic
applications (see for example vacuum cleaners) [1], [2].

Especially, robotic systems like these are based on the study
of path planning. Path planning is actually a constructed strat-
egy, in which the basic aim is the motion from a starting point
A to an ending point B. Also, this behavior can be used for the
exploration of a given area [3], [4]. The strategies that have
been proposed, managed to create trajectories that could cover
efficiently the area of interest [5], [6]. The implementation
of these techniques was another challenging task. In order to
construct these applications, microcontrollers have been used
(Arduino/Raspberry Pi) [7].

Also, for these applications, chaotic systems have been
widely used. This technique which is known as chaotic
area coverage, enables the ability of producing a “random”
motion by a robot into a given workspace. Their simplicity
and behavior that is easy to understand, made the chaotic
systems so popular among scientists [8], [9]. Furthermore,
their uniqueness lies on the fact that chaotic systems are
sensitive to changes in initial conditions and parameters. That
means, that even a minor change could force them to produce
unpredictable results.

In this work, the logistic chaotic map is selected for pro-
ducing a Chaotic Pseudo Random Bit Generator (CPRBG).
In more details, the values of the chaotic map can be used to
generate bits with the use of a simple rule. Then, the necessary
motion commands in four directions are generated based on
the produced bitstream. According to the proposed motion
strategy the workspace is divided into cells of dimensions
32.5cm × 32.5cm. In order to avoid the workspace’s bound-
aries, the robot can detect if its next motion command lead it
to an area with an obstacle. If this unacceptable behavior is
observed, the robot is searching if there are unblockable paths
next to placed obstacle. If there is only one path, then it follows
that path. If there are two available paths then according to a
modulo operator the robot selects in which path will move in.
On the other hand, if there are no available path then it stops its
motion, moves for a small amount of time backwards and waits
for the next motion command. With this technique it manages
to use the majority of the produced motion commands.

The next task is to implement the produced technique. The
implementation is held into an Arduino Uno microcontroller
which is placed in a AlphaBot platform [10]. The robot has



three wheels and one ultrasonic sensor (HC-SR04), which
can detect the distance of each obstacle. With the use of the
ultrasonic sensor the robot avoids placed obstacles and visits
unexplored areas.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the proposed pseudo random bit generator, which is based
on the logistic map, is presented. In Section III the proposed
pseudo random bit generator, which is implemented into an
Arduino microcontroller, is described. In Section IV, there is
the conclusion of the this work and some thoughts of future
extensions.

II. THE PROPOSED CRBG

A. The Logistic Map

The system that has been chosen for producing the motion
commands is the typical logistic map which is presented by
the iterative map:

xk+1 = r · xk · (1− xk), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (1)

where the parameter r varies in the interval [0, 4]. The bifurca-
tion diagram of the logistic map is shown in Fig. 1. From this
diagram a route to chaos through a period-doubling sequence
is observed. In more details, for 3.5 ≤ r ≤ 4, the system goes
from a periodic trajectory into chaos with a small windows of
periodic behavior. In this work the value of r = 4 is selected,
while the initial condition is x0 = 0.1.

Fig. 1. The bifuraction diagram of the logistc map.

B. Chaotic Random Bit Generator

The next task is to produce the necessary bitstreams. For
that purpose, the produced values of logistic map of Eq. (1)
are used to generate bits using the following rule:

bi =


[104 · xi] (mod 2), 0 ≤ xi < 0.1

0, 0.1 ≤ xi < 0.5

1, 0.5 ≤ xi < 0.9

[104 · xi] (mod 2), 0.9 ≤ xi ≤ 1

(2)

where [·] denotes the integer part of the argument. Next, the
validation of the randomness of the produced bitstream is

essential. In order to do that the bitstream should be checked
by FIPS 140-2 Statistical Test Suite [11] if it can pass the
statistical tests. These tests were applied for m = 100 groups
of sequences of 1, 000, 000 bits. The significance level was
selected as α = 0.01 and according to the results, which
are shown in Table I, the bitstream managed to pass all the
necessary test confirming the claim that the bit sequence is
random.

TABLE I
FIPS 140-2 STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS

If P ≥ α then the test is successful
No. Test P-Value Status
1 Frequency 0.616305 success
2 BlockFrequency 0.834308 success
3 CumulativeSums 0.334538 success
4 Runs 0.574903 success
5 LongestRun 0.964295 success
6 Rank 0.6786864 success
7 FFT 0.5141246 success
8 NonOverlappingTemplate 0.994250 success
9 OverlappingTemplate 0.474986 success

10 Universal 0.911413 success
11 ApproximateEntropy 0.350485 success
12 RandomExcursions 0.862344 success
13 RandomExcursionsVariant 0.911413 success
14 Serial 0.946308 success
15 LinearComplexity 0.924076 success

C. Motion in Four Directions

Next the robot uses the values of the bitstream for its
motion. The robot moves into four different directions with
the use of four motions, as it is shown in Table II. In each
iteration a pair of bits is considered for giving the motion
command. In order to avoid collision with the boundaries of
the workspace, the robot can turn 45 degrees either clockwise
or counter clockwise. If both options are acceptable then the
values of logistic map (1) are used in Eq.(3).

ci = mod([104 · (xi)], 2) (3)

Therefore, according to values of ci we have two cases.

ci =

{
0, the robot turns 45 degrees counter clockwise
1, the robot turns 45 degrees clockwise

(4)
When both cases are forbidden due to the presence of an
obstacle then the robot moves backwards and waits for another
motion command.

TABLE II
BIT SEQUENCE AND MOTION COMMANDS

Motion in 4 directions
Bits Motion command
00 forward
01 90 degrees turn (clockwise)
10 180 degrees turn (clockwise)
11 90 degress turn (counter clockwise)



III. IMPLEMENTATION OF A MOBILE ROBOT

A. AlphaBot Platform

The next step on studying the proposed strategy was the
implementation of the proposed method into a real robotic
platform. For that purpose, the AlphaBot platform ( Fig. 2)
has been used.

Fig. 2. The AlphaBot platform consisting of an Arduino Uno microcontroller
at the bottom, an ultrasonic sensor at the top, two wheels at each side and
battery components at the middle.

Fig. 3. Cell visit indication with a black line.

This platform consists of two wheels which can be rotated
by two servo motors and one consisting by an omni-direction
wheel. It has also an Arduino Uno microcontroller and an ul-
trasonic sensor that can calculate the distance of the robot from
the boundaries (obstacles). The microcontroller through a USB
port can be connected with the computer and programmed
using the Arduino language which is similar to “C++”. The
ultrasonic sensor can send pulses within the range of 500
cm. During each motion command and considering that the
vertical position is equal to 90 degrees, the ultrasonic sensor
is rotating counter clockwise in three positions (45 degrees,
90 degrees and 135 degrees) and scans for potential obstacles.
If there is an obstacle within its range then the pulses are
reflected back and the sensor can detect and calculate at the

same time the distance between the placed obstacles and the
robot. Due to the size of the robotic platform (22cm length) it
is decided that the potential dangerous distance from obstacles
are within the range of 20 cm. If the distance becomes smaller
than 20 cm then the robot stops its motion and the ultrasonic
sensor can turn at 45 degrees counter clockwise or clockwise
in order to find if there is an obstacle free path to move in. In
the case where the alternatives options of movement are both
forbidden then the robot moves backwards for 1 second and
then considers the next motion command. In each command,
it is decided that the robot can move until it has covered 30 cm
distance. The size of each cell is defined as 32.5cm×32.5cm
so that means, that in each command the robot can visit one
cell. After that distance it stops its motion. The duration of
each motion command ranges between 900ms to 1800ms due
to the fact that for forward motion the robot spends the least
amount of time executing this command. On the other hand,
when it has to change its orientation then it spends some
time turning and then moves forward. The motion strategy
is presented in the flowchart in Fig. 4. Also, in order to find
the areas that have been explored, a black marker has been
appoint at the back of the robot that draws a straight line, as
it is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the motion strategy

B. Experimental Results of the Proposed Method

The mobile robot starts its motion in a orthogonal
workspace with boundaries and dimensions D = 10× 6 cells.
There are two scenarios that have been considered. In the
first one, the (10, 5) position is selected as a starting position
and 120 motion commands are used. Equation (5) gives the
coverage rate of the proposed method and it is computed by
dividing the number of visited cells V with the overall number
of cells (D).

Cov =
V

D
× 100% (5)

Figure 5 presents the number of visits in each cell for 120
motion commands. Overall, 70% of the given space is visited
by the mobile robot and it manages to avoid collision with
the boundaries of the workspace. In the second scenario,
the starting position changes. Now the robot starts from the
position (6, 3) and it manages to cover 63.33% of the given
space (Fig 6) for the same number of motion commands. For
producing better results and overall understanding the behavior
of the mobile robot, a mathematical analysis is held (Fig 7).
In that case, the available motion commands are increasing



steadily by 20 until the limit of 200 commands. As it can be
noticed, the starting position plays a crucial role in the overall
performance of the robot. For small number of motions, both
performances are almost equal but as long as more commands
are added, the difference is becoming greater.

Fig. 5. Number of visits in each cell, for 120 motion commands with starting
position (10, 5).

Fig. 6. Number of visits in each cell, for 120 motion commands with starting
position (6, 3).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, a chaotic system was used for constructing a
pseudo random bit generator. The produced bit sequence was
tested by NIST 140-2 statistical package. After the evaluation
of its randomness, it was used for controlling the motion of a
mobile robotic system. The robot had the ability to change its
motion direction in order to avoid obstacles. As a result, the
robot’s behavior became more natural because it could find
acceptable motion paths and decided if it will follow them
or not. The extensive mathematical analysis that performed,
evaluated the assumption that the robot could cover larger
areas as long as more motion commands were becoming
available. Also, there were four basic factors that could affect
the complexity of the proposed motion strategy. The change

Fig. 7. Coverage performance of the proposed method for two initial
positions.

in the value of either initial condition, position, parameters
or orientation creates different motion trajectories and raised
the complexity of the proposed method. For future work the
implementation of optimized motion strategies that studied in
simulations has been planned. Also, the evaluation of their
success in applications in real world will be considered.
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